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About ACTCOSS 
 
ACTCOSS acknowledges that Canberra has been built on the traditional lands of the 
Ngunnawal people. We pay our respects to their elders and recognise the displacement 
and disadvantage they have suffered as a result of European settlement. We celebrate 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures and ongoing contribution to the ACT 
community.  
 
The ACT Council of Social Service Inc. (ACTCOSS) is the peak representative body for not-
for-profit community organisations, people living with disadvantage and low-income 
citizens of the Territory.  
  
ACTCOSS is a member of the nationwide COSS network, made up of each of the state and 
territory Councils and the national body, the Australian Council of Social Service (ACOSS). 
 
ACTCOSS’ objectives are a community in which all people have the opportunities and 
resources needed to participate in and benefit from social and economic life and the 
development of a dynamic, collaborative and viable community sector. 
 
The membership of the Council includes the majority of community based service providers 
in the social welfare area, a range of community associations and networks, self-help and 
consumer groups and interested individuals. 
 
ACTCOSS receives funding from the Community Services Program (CSP) which is funded 
by the ACT Government. 
 
ACTCOSS advises that this document may be publicly distributed, including by placing a 
copy on our website. 
 
Contact Details 
 
Phone: 02 6202 7200 
Fax: 02 6281 4192 
Mail: PO Box 849, Mawson ACT 2607 
E-mail: actcoss@actcoss.org.au  
WWW:   http://www.actcoss.org.au 
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 Weston ACT 2611 
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Introduction  
ACTCOSS welcomes the Green’s proposed legislation as discussed in Fair 
Go Rentals: The Residential Tenancies (Minimum Housing Standards) 
Amendment Bill 2011.1 This bill seeks to implement minimum housing 
standards for rental properties in the ACT (including public housing 
properties). The bill outlines minimum standards for security, and energy 
and water efficiency. It then requires the Minister to set additional 
standards in relation to a range of other areas in consultation with the 
public and key stakeholders. These additional standards would be around 
areas such as ventilation and damp, construction and condition, supply of 
hot and cold water, heating, laundry and cooking facilities, lighting and 
electrical safety. 
 
ACTCOSS has long advocated for the introduction of minimum housing 
standards for rental properties in the ACT. 

Minimum housing standards 
Current legislation in the ACT requires rental premises are ‘in a reasonable 
state of repair’, ‘reasonably clean’ and ‘reasonably secure’.2 However, 
there is no detail to outline what this means or any explicit minimum 
standards that must be met for rental properties.  
 
The majority of rental properties in Canberra are of a reasonable standard 
however, there are also rental properties in the ACT which do not even 
meet basic standards. As a consequence some tenants are being forced to 
live in poor quality accommodation that is affecting their health and well 
being. Poor property standards without appropriate energy efficiency can 
result in crippling bills, discomfort and often health related problems – 
especially in cold jurisdictions such as Canberra. The most inefficient 
properties are likely to be the properties rented by people on limited 
incomes, who have the least capacity to pay for higher ongoing energy 
costs.  
 
The standards being proposed are just that, minimum standards. They do 
not require high levels of comfort or efficiency, and are no greater than 
the standards required of any new housing stock developed in the ACT.  
 
Arguments against minimum housing standards generally state renters 
can exercise choice when seeking accommodation and therefore can 
simply choose properties with good energy and water efficiency or good 
security, if that is important to them. 
 
Given the current state of the Canberra rental market, arguments based 
on choice become obsolete. Vacancy rates in the ACT are the lowest in the 

                                       
 
1 Rattenbury, Shane (2011) Fair Go Rentals: The Residential Tenancies (Minimum 
Housing Standards) Amendment Bill 2011. 
2 Residential Tenancies Act 1997, ACT, Section 71E(a). Viewed 1.6.2011 at 
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1997-84/current/pdf/1997-84.pdf  
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country.3 In April 2011 vacancy rates were estimated at 0.7%.4 With such 
a shortage of properties, especially affordable properties, tenants on low 
incomes have even less ability to choose properties with better ratings - 
rather they are forced to take any property that is available within their 
price range. In the current environment, often the only accommodation 
the most disadvantaged can afford to rent is of very poor quality.  
 
It becomes increasingly important in a highly competitive rental market, 
to ensure government regulations remain appropriate. This is not about 
choice – it is about basic standards. If minimum standards of 
accommodation are not met, this could potentially impact on the health 
and welfare of tenants in the ACT. 

 
The condition of some rental properties poses a real risk to tenants, 
particularly those on low incomes as they are forced to seek 
accommodation in properties where conditions are substandard and 
sometimes dangerous. Low income tenants in this situation are often 
trading off their safety against affordability.5 

 
The Council of Australian Governments (COAG) has agreed to introduce 
mandatory disclosure of energy efficiency ratings for rental properties. 
While this is a welcome first step, this information is only useful to people 
who have the ability to exercise choice. Therefore providing information 
about energy efficiency is of little value to many, other than informing 
tenants of the flaws of the only property that is available to them.6 
Minimum standards are a way to ensure all renters are protected and 
have access to appropriate, safe and secure accommodation. 
 
Requiring minimum standards of water and energy efficiency will reduce 
the ongoing energy consumption of a property and therefore the ongoing 
costs to the tenant. It can also radically improve habitability and health 
outcomes. Additionally the level of security provided in a home can affect 
how people are able to use their home and feelings of safety. 
 
Improvements in energy efficiency will not only benefit tenants, it will also 
tie in with the government’s agenda to reduce overall ACT emissions. Last 
year’s Climate change greenhouse gas reduction Act 2010,7 outlined a 
target to reduce emission levels by 40% by June 2020 (from 1990 
figures). 
 

                                       
 
3 Shelter NSW (2011) Housing Australia Factsheet: a quick guide to housing facts 
and figures, p.7. 
4 SQIM Research viewed 30.5.2011 at 
http://www.sqmresearch.com.au/graph_vacancy.php?region=act%3A%3ACanber
ra&type=c&t=1#terms  
5 National Shelter (2010) A better lease on life – Improving ACT tenancy law, 
p.47. 
6 VCOSS (2010) Decent not Dodgy, p.9. 
7 Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act 2010, ACT. Viewed 
1.6.2011 at http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_39279/default.asp   
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Canberra’s residential housing stock accounts for around 40% of the ACT’s 
greenhouse emissions. The rental market makes up 30% of those 
residencies, so clearly offers an opportunity to make greenhouse savings.8 

Costs to landlords 
Concern has been expressed about the cost implications for landlords from 
the introduction of minimum housing standards. Landlords are often 
reluctant to make improvements on properties due to them being 
responsible for the capital expenditure, possibly without advantage to the 
landlord, yet the tenants are the beneficiaries of better living standards 
and reduced energy bills.9  
 
The majority of properties in the ACT are expected to already meet these 
standards or would meet them with only some minor alterations. It is 
anticipated only a minority of landlords will have significant cost 
implications as a result of the introduction of minimum housing standards. 
What will be for most landlords a minor investment can have vast positive 
benefits for tenants. Nevertheless some landlords have expressed they 
may not be able to resource modifications to properties eg. installation of 
insulation. It must again be stressed that what is being asked is not an 
unreasonably high level of comfort and protection, but rather minimum 
standards. Current legislation allows landlords to pass on the costs of 
inefficient properties on to tenants, this must be rectified. It is 
unreasonable tenants be expected to continue to pay the price for a 
landlord’s financial circumstances or unwillingness to improve their 
property. 

Housing quality and price 
Concern has been expressed that implementing standards will lead to 
higher rents. This is unlikely as rents bear little relationship to cost 
structures (costs to landlords) rather they are a product of market forces 
and vacancy rates. As mentioned previously the market in Canberra is 
especially tight with the lowest vacancy rates in the country – it is these 
factors that drive up rental price, rather than costs experienced by 
landlords. 
 
VCOSS’ survey of rental properties for their Decent not Dodgy report 
found there was significant variation of property standard within the same 
price bracket and suburb. This indicates there is not a clear link between 
rental housing quality and price.10 
 

With there being little difference in the rental cost of properties surveyed, 
it seems that price is not a significant factor in determining the quality of a 
property. In fact, in the current tight rental environment it appears the 
market is not functioning to drive higher standards or value for money but 
rather is being driven by record low vacancy rates. This demonstrates the 

                                       
 
8 Rattenbury, Shane (2011) Fair Go Rentals: The Residential Tenancies (Minimum 
H ousing Standards) Amendment Bill 2011, p.5. 
9 Ibid, p.4. 
10 VCOSS (2010) Decent not Dodgy, p.6. 
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failure of the private rental market to ensure that people are able to 
access adequate housing that is safe, secure and affordable to live in.11 

Issues of concern 

Occupants 
The proposed bill is a good starting point however, there are some 
omissions that are of concern. While the bill proposes minimum housing 
standards for rental properties and people classed as tenants, there is no 
protection for renters who are classed as occupants or boarders. Often the 
most disadvantaged renters in Canberra would be classed as occupants 
and the bill does nothing to implement minimum housing standards for 
the properties they live in. If the bill is truly attempting to put in place 
protections for the most disadvantaged people in our society it must be 
broadened so that the same minimum standards would cover both 
tenancies and occupancies. 

Protection for tenants 
While we must implement minimum standards, we must also address how 
tenants are empowered to access these provisions. It is pleasing to note 
the Commissioner for Fair Trading would be given the function of 
investigation, and if necessary, taking matters to the ACT Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal (ACAT). However, tenants are still required to 
initiate complaints and in the ACT real concerns remain for tenants who 
fear retribution for asserting their rights. ACT tenancy legislation still has 
provision for ‘no-cause evictions’.12 
 
Tenants are often afraid to speak out about the condition of the properties 
in which they live for fear of retaliatory eviction or rental price increases.13  
The Tenants Union has been notified of many instances where a tenant 
who has asserted their rights they have received notification of a rent 
increase or a 26 weeks notice to vacate the premises. The highly 
competitive nature of the rental market and the threat of ‘no-cause’ 
evictions mean tenants may feel unable to assert their tenancy rights. 
Therefore protection for tenants must be strengthened in legislation to 
limit the scope of landlords to retaliate against tenants. Such protection 
could include the elimination of ‘no-cause’ evictions. 
 
Additionally, with the introduction of minimum housing standards there 
needs to be a program developed to ensure awareness among landlords of 
their new responsibilities, tenants of their rights under the legislation, and 
ways they can access support to ensure these standards are met. Specific 
strategies must be implemented to ensure awareness among marginalised 
and disadvantaged groups such as migrants, refugees, Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples, and people with low levels of literacy. 

                                       
 
11 VCOSS (2010) Decent not Dodgy, p.11. 
12 Residential Tenancies Act 1997, ACT, section 94. Viewed 1.6.2011 at 
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1997-84/current/pdf/1997-84.pdf 
13 VCOSS (2010) Decent not Dodgy, p.4. 
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Recommendations 
 Extend the application of minimum housing standards to cover both 

tenancies and occupancies. 
 Strengthen legislation to limit the scope of landlords to retaliate 

against tenants, including the elimination of the ‘no-cause’ eviction 
clause. 

 Implement programs to raise awareness of minimum housing 
standards, especially among marginalised and disadvantaged groups. 

Conclusion 
ACTCOSS calls on the ACT Government to introduce minimum housing 
standards to ensure all Canberrans can access housing that is safe, secure 
and affordable to live in. The introduction of standards will lead to 
improvements in energy efficiency and safety which has positive impacts 
both for renters and for overall environmental outcomes. 
 
The ACT Greens are encouraged to amend their proposed bill so that 
minimum housing standards are applied to occupancies as well as 
tenancies. Additionally, further legislative protection needs to be put in 
place to limit landlord’s ability to take punitive measures against tenants. 
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